Abstract—Symmetric Positive Definite (SPD) manifold has powerful capability of modeling image set, and achieves good image set classification performance. Hashing has been widely used for large-scale image retrieval due to its superiority of computation and storage. In this work, we propose SPD Hashing Network (SPDHNet) that employs deep manifold neural network and hashing for fast image set classification and retrieval. Specifically, the proposed SPDHNet includes BiMap, ReEig, and LogEig Layers to extract nonlinear discriminative features of SPD manifold, and then uses hashing block to generate hash code. The experiments demonstrate the proposed method can reduce time and storage while achieving competitive accuracies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, due to the rapid development of multimedia technology, there has been a surge in the amount of images captured by cameras or surveillance videos. An image set consists of multiple images belonging to a specific object, and offers richer variability information about the object than a single-shot image. Image set tasks, e.g., classification, retrieval have attracted increasing attention, and have showed their great potential. However, the appearance of image sets often varies a lot due to different shooting conditions, e.g., illumination, pose, and thus makes image set tasks challenging.

Riemannian manifolds have been widely explored as image set modeling technique due to their powerful nonlinear representation capability. Among them, covariance matrix has achieved remarkable success, and some works have been proposed. For instance, [1] embeds SPD manifolds into reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) using well-established kernel function, and [2], [3] directly learn similarity Riemannian metrics of SPD matrix. To further enhance modeling capability, SPDNet [4] is proposed to learn deep SPD manifold feature. However, most existing methods mainly learn continuous representation, which cannot be efficiently applied for large-scale tasks.

Hashing [5] encodes data into low-dimensional hash code while preserving similarity information among data, which brings great improvement in terms of computational and storage cost. It motivates us to leverage advantages of hashing to enhance the efficiency of image set tasks. To this end, we propose SPD Hashing Network (SPDHNet) by combing the advantages of hashing, SPD manifold, and deep neural network. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the proposed SPDHNet includes SPD manifold feature block and hashing block. The experimental results on two image set benchmarks demonstrate that the proposed method achieve competitive accuracies while obtaining much higher efficiency.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. SPD Manifold Feature Block

The SPD manifold feature block [4] consists of three layers, i.e., BiMap, ReEig, LogEig layers to extract nonlinear features of SPD manifold. We first assume $X_{k-1} \in \mathbb{R}^{d_k \times d_k}$ is the input of the $k$-th layer, and define the three layers as follows:

BiMap Layer: This layer projects each input SPD matrix into a new one via $X_k = f_k^b(W_k, X_{k-1}) = W_k^o X_{k-1} W_k$, where $f_b$ denotes a bilinear mapping, $W_k \in \mathbb{R}^{d_k \times d_k}$ denotes its corresponding transformation matrix.

ReEig Layer: This layer injects nonlinearity by tuning-up the small positive eigenvalues of each input SPD matrix via $X_k = f_k^r(X_{k-1}) = U \max(\epsilon I, \Sigma) U^\top$, where $f_r$ is a nonlinear rectification function, $\epsilon$ is a small activation threshold, and eigenvalue decomposition of $X_{k-1}$ is denoted as $X_{k-1} = U \Sigma U^\top$.

LogEig Layer: This layer embeds the SPD matrix into a flat space with the following mathematical form $X_k = f_k^l(X_{k-1}) = U \log(\Sigma) U^\top$.

B. Hashing Block

The hashing block first employs a FC layer to obtain r-dimensional continuous features, and further uses a Tanh layer to constrain feature in the range of $[-1, 1]$. The proposed

Fig. 1. The illustration of the proposed SPDHNet.
SPDHNet minimizes cross-entropy loss $L_a$ to ensure the learned hash code achieves good classification performance:

$$L_a = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{c} y_{ij} \log \hat{y}_{ij}$$

(1)

where $c$ and $n$ are the class number and batch size respectively, $y_{ij}$ and $\hat{y}_{ij}$ denote ground-truth and predicted label of the $i$-th image set respectively.

In addition, the proposed SPDHNet further employs pairwise cross entropy loss to preserve the semantic similarity of each hash code pair. Specifically, given two hash codes $b_i$ and $b_j$, we have the following loss:

$$L_p = \sum_{S} \left( \log(1 + \exp(b_i^T b_j)) - s_{ij} b_i^T b_j \right)$$

(2)

where $S = \{s_{ij}\}$ denotes the semantic similarity matrix generated by labels. We further define a quantization loss to enable the continuous feature to approach to hash code:

$$L_q = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \|b_i - 1\|_1 \right)$$

(3)

To this end, the final objective loss is formulated as:

$$L = L_a + \alpha L_p + \beta L_q$$

(4)

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are two regularization parameters to balance the three losses.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiment Setting

The two large-scale image set datasets are used for experiment. AFEW collects 1345 videos of actors in movies, each video is classified into one of seven expressions. We follow [4], and select 80% and 20% clips for training and testing. BBT includes 4,667 video clips of 15 characters. We randomly select 3268 image sets for training and the rest for testing.

We compare the proposed SPDHNet with the following baselines: CDL [1], RMML [3], SPDML-AIM [2], SPDML-Stein [2], ITQ [6], SDH [7], and SPDNet [4]. Among, our SPDHNet is an improved method based on SPDNet. The source codes of the baselines are kindly provided by the authors. The network of the proposed SPDHNet is constructed as $X_0 \rightarrow f_1 \rightarrow f_2 \rightarrow f_3 \rightarrow f_4 \rightarrow f_5 \rightarrow f_6 \rightarrow f_7 \rightarrow f_8$, where $f_0, f_1, f_2, f_3, f_4, f_5, f_6, f_7$ denote BiMap, ReEig, LogEig, FC layers respectively. The learning rate, rectification threshold, batch size, hash code length are set to 0.01, 10^{-4}, 30, 64 respectively. The trade-off parameters $\alpha, \beta$ are set to 10^{-2}, 10^{-4} respectively.

B. Results

The accuracies and mAPs of all the methods on image set classification and retrieval tasks are summarized in Table I. From the table, we see the proposed SPDHNet outperforms all the baselines on AFEW, and takes the second place on BBT. Specifically, the proposed method improves accuracies of SPDNet by 7.27%, 0.44% on AFEW and BBT respectively, and improves mAPs of SPDNet by 9.18%, 1.14% on AFEW and BBT respectively.

Table II reports storage of the features learned by some representative methods.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes SPD Manifold Hashing Network (SPDHNet) for large-scale image set classification and retrieval. The SPDHNet employs SPD manifold feature block to extract nonlinear feature of SPD manifold, and employs hashing block to generate hash code that can achieve efficient storage and computation. The experimental results validate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed method.
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